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Abstract
The characterization and de�nition of homology in the cerebral cortex needed for a species to be adopted
as a translational model in neuroscience is a unique challenge given the diverse array of cortical
morphology present in the mammalian lineage. Using the domestic pig as an example, we provide a
roadmap of how leveraging Magnetic Resonance Imaging of the brain and data-driven tractography can
overcome these obstacles and facilitate cortical alignment between distantly related species. In doing so,
we created a full platform of neuroimaging tools to be used in the pig, including volumetric and surface
templates, a structural white matter atlas, and the establishment of a common connectivity space to
facilitate pig-human cortical alignment. Releasing our data and code and our pig-human cortical
alignment, we permit researchers already working with the pig to accentuate the clinical relevance and
translational capacity of their work. By sharing the intermediate outputs and scripts used to construct our
pig-human cortical alignment, we also provide a roadmap to expand the current repertoire of animal
models used in neuroscience. 

Introduction
The introduction of a new animal model in neuroscience is challenging, given the vast body of work
already performed in the well-established rodents and Non-Human primates (NHP). Mechanistic studies
prefer rodents since they are easy to handle and relatively easy to modify genetically, but large animals’
similar body size, organ shape, lifespan, and metabolism better model certain aspects of human disease.
These advantages are not exclusive to NHPs, and large animal models, including pigs, dogs, and cats, all
share a gyrencephalic brain, which can be studied using human imaging equipment. Years of tracer
injections, imaging, and invasive recordings have provided a signi�cant head start understanding the
NHP cerebral cortex's organization. However, interest has recently grown in using the domestic pig (sus
scrofa) as an alternative to NHP models1.  We take advantage of this, and use the pig as an example of
how the creation of volumetric and surface templates, a novel white matter atlas, and a �rst pass towards
mapping the pig and human cortex via a common connectivity space enhance the translational capacity
of underutilized animals in neuroscience.

 

The pig diverged from humans approximately 80 million years ago, but convergent evolution and an
omnivore diet have led to a viscera strikingly similar to that of the human2,3. The pig can be genetically
modi�ed and is already used as a model for cardiac, renal, gastric, hepatic, dermal, vascular, craniofacial
surgery, making it an ideal model to investigate the neural correlates of disease in the body4–10.
Advances in high resolution non-invasive magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and surgical methods have
led to the development of stroke, deep brain stimulation, Parkinson’s and Alzheimer’s Disease, traumatic
brain injury, and epilepsy models renewing interest in the pig as a neurological model of disease 1,11–16.
However, the translational value of these models is currently limited by a technical barrier, as no
standardized resources or pipelines exist to process and contextualize pig imaging studies with the
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human brain. We overcome these limitations by creating a pig neuroimaging repository and developing a
cross-species translational mapping between the pig and human.

 

The basis of our pig neuroimaging repository and the starting point for the translation of underutilized
animals in neuroscience is creating a volumetric and surface standard template; In this case, the Porcine
Neurological Imaging Space (PNI50) composed of 50 pigs. These templates are analogous to the
commonly used Montreal Neurological Institute volumetric template (MNI152) and the Freesurfer average
surface FSaverage17.   Using anatomical and diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI), we then characterize the
white matter structural organization in a subgroup of six pigs in an exploratory data-driven analysis
(Figure 1A)18,19. Our exploratory analysis overcomes the scarcity of knowledge regarding the pig’s white
matter architecture and was used to guide the de�nition of hand-drawn tractography protocols in the
PNI50 space for automated tractography in FSL autoPTX and Xtract20,21. We delineated 27 tracts to
include in our WM atlas of the pig, including the projection, cross-hemispheric, association, and limbic
tracts. With our tracts de�ned, we next built a connectivity blueprint22, extending a method previously
used in the macaque to a non-primate. In doing so we exemplify the robustness of the connectivity
blueprint method and its ability to use shared connectivity to cortically align distantly related species
such as the pig and the human.

 

The connectivity blueprint is based on the simple idea that the shared connections to homologous
structures can be used to characterize how similar an area is across species23,24. The individual unit of a
connectivity blueprint is a diagnostic ‘connectivity �ngerprint’ whereby the similarity of an area or region
of interest’s cortical connections to the underlying WM tracts is calculated to determine a connectivity
pro�le which can be used to propose homology in distantly related species 22–25.  The connectivity
blueprint is a collection of connectivity �ngerprints for the whole cortex, whereby the WM connections of
each vertex in the cortical surface are pro�led to create a ‘common connectivity space’ describing the
brains of both species (Figure 1B)22.

 

The shared connectivity space was built using the common tracts included in our pig WM atlas, and by
calculating the Kullback-Liebler Divergence (KL) distance metric between the pig and human connectivity
blueprints. Using the KL similarity matrix to measure conserved cortical connectivity between species, we
further show how it can be used to align the pig and human cortex to spatially predict of regions of
interest across species. By releasing our connectivity blueprints, tract protocols, white matter atlas, and
anatomical templates in the data and code
release(https://github.com/neurabenn/pig_connectivity_bp_preprint), we provide examples of the
resources needed to ease the adoption of a new animal model in translational neuroscience. We

https://github.com/neurabenn/pig_connectivity_bp_preprint
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furthermore use the pig to provide insight into the organization of the mammalian cortex and enable
experimental �ndings from pig disease models to be translated and used to form novel hypotheses of
their associated neurological impact on the human brain.

Results
Template and Average Surface Construction: A standard reference space and template is necessary for
the exchange, communication, and replicability of neuroimaging data and analysis. Using 50 male large
white pigs weighing between 25-45 KG, we created the PNI50 template for spatial registration and
normalization (Figure 2A). To allow for intuitive navigation of the pig brain, we registered the Saikali et al.
cytoarchitectonic pig gray matter atlas into PNI50 space and converted it to an interactive XML atlas for
use in FSLeyes so that users can interactively navigate and describe their results spatially in the pig. We
also created the PNI50 average cortical surface, a surface analogous to Freesurfer’s FsAverage for the pig
(Figure 2B)17. These tools allow for mapping volumetric results and masks de�ned in the PNI50 volume
to be projected onto the cortical surface. The PNI50, as a common brain space for the pig, permitted us to
use data-driven methods to reconstruct tracts and further de�ne standard masks for tractography
protocols. All results described in the following sections are described in the PNI50 space.

 

Exploratory Tractography used to Guide the De�nition of Hand-drawn Tractography Protocols:  A total of
27 tracts were identi�ed and are included in our WM atlas.  Tractography was performed in probtrackx2
(using the option –omat2 ) 26 with the PNI50 average mid-thickness surface used to seed from each
vertex to a volumetric low-resolution whole-brain target mask (1.4mm isotropic). This resulted in a matrix
of streamlines mapping each cortical vertex to every brain voxel18, which then underwent iterative
Principal Components Analysis (iPCA), and Independent Components Analysis (ICA) (Figure 1A). We then
linearly regressed the ICA spatial maps back into volumetric space, where they were visually assessed as
plausible tracts for inclusion in the atlas18.  Using the ICAs in volumetric space as a guide, we then drew
seed and target masks by hand for tractography in the PNI50 standard space (Figure 3-6). In doing so, we
created standard tractography protocols that recapitulate elements of the data-driven components for 27
tracts.  The tractography protocols consist of a set of masks containing: the seed (tractography start
point), target (waypoint, only streamlines that travel through here are retained), exclusion (areas
prohibited to the streamline), and occasionally, stop (stops streamline propagation). All tractography
protocols except for those of the cross-hemispheric structures use the sagittal midline as an exclusion
mask to prevent streamline propagation into the contralateral hemisphere. These tract protocols allow for
reproducible tractography of pigs registered to the common PNI50 space and are compatible with the
recently released XTRACT package21. The repository we present here provides all 27 tractography
protocols, the �nal tracts used to construct the connectivity blueprint, and the corresponding data-driven
ICAs for each tract18,27. 
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A White Matter Atlas of the Pig Brain: The 27 white matter tracts identi�ed in the brains of 6 pigs were
grouped by their respective systems: Projection, Cross-hemispheric, Associative, and Limbic. In the
following section, we describe each tract group and the structures assigned to it, including each tract's
course, the ICA used to guide protocol de�nition and the masks for each tractography protocol in the
atlas. Tractography protocols were de�ned in PNI50 volume space and transformed into each pig’s native
DWI volume space where the tract was reconstructed. The resulting tracts were then transformed back to
PNI50 space, where the group average normalized streamlines of 6 pigs were used to form the �nal tract
in our probabilistic white matter atlas. In the absence of other gray matter atlases in the domestic pig, we
used the Saikali et al. atlas for navigation and spatial characterization of our results 27. We use their
assignations as spatial guidelines for the reader but acknowledge that despite similar naming
conventions, some labels may not indicate homology to structures in the human brain. However,
conserved connectivity partially con�rms the homology of some labels proposed in the Saikali et al. atlas
(Figure 10,11).

 

Projection Fibers: Exploratory tractography found multiple components associated with the projection
�bers and using them to guide the de�nition of hand-drawn protocols; the whole thalamus was used as
the seed region for all four thalamic radiations presented here. Based on the principles of conserved
cortical organization in the mammalian brain-plan28 we expected the thalamocortical projections and
corticospinal tract to serve as a base for comparison of conserved connectivity across species. 

 

Anterior Thalamic Radiation (ATR): Component 22 of the left hemisphere (L-22) and 45 in the right (R-45)
contain a structure connecting the thalamus with the prefrontal cortex forming the ATR29 (Figure 3).
Using these components to guide the de�nition of the tractography protocol for the ATR, the target mask
was de�ned as the caudate nucleus, and a coronal stop mask was drawn below the thalamus at the level
of the posterior commissure (Figure 3A).

 

Optic Radiation (OR): The optic radiation OR connects the inferior visual lobe with the thalamus and is
present in components L-16/41 and R-1/20. The target mask is a coronal slice in the inferior junction of
V1 and V3 at the occipitotemporal junction (Figure 3B).

 

Posterior Thalamic Radiation (PTR): The PTR runs superior to the OR and connects the thalamus to a V1
target mask. The PTR was present in components L-13/25/39 and R-6/15(Figure 3C).
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Superior Thalamic Radiation (STR): The Superior thalamic Radiation found in components L-17/36 and
R-8/22/31 radiates from the thalamus to the primary and somatosensory association cortex Figure
(7,8D). The target is an axial section superior to the seed region, where the Primary/Associative
Somatosensory Cortex meet. Coronal slices anterior the genu of the corpus callosum and at the posterior
commissure are excluded (Figure 3D).

 

Corticospinal Tract (CST): The CST is partially found across components L-0/31/33/43 and R-
0/23/42/19 (Figure 3E). The CST connects the brainstem and sensorimotor cortex, replicating the
structure of Bech et al. 30. The CST seed is drawn inferior to the thalamus, and the target is an axial slice
of the sensorimotor cortex. The exclusion mask has two coronal slices at the posterior commissure, the
genu of the corpus callosum, and a third axial slice inferior to the thalamus that does not include the
internal capsule (Figure 3E).

 

Commissural and cross-hemispheric Tracts: The commissural �bers and the cerebellar peduncle were
found in components that span both hemispheres (Figure 4). All three tracts used a reverse seeding
strategy whereby the target and seed were �ipped in separate reconstructions, and the �nal tract is
presented as their average. All three protocols largely replicate the tracts previously identi�ed by Zhong et
al. 31.

 

Forceps Major (FMA): The FMA (components L-40 and R-20) connects the left and right visual cortices
passing through the splenium of the corpus callosum31. The FMA was reverse seeded from V1 and V2 of
each hemisphere, and a coronal section anterior the splenium of the corpus callosum was excluded
(Figure 4A).

 

Forceps Minor (FMI): The FMI connects the left and right prefrontal cortex, as shown in components L-
4/22 and R-3/39 (Figure 4B). Coronal sections of the left and right dorsolateral prefrontal cortex are
reverse-seed for the FMI, and there is no exclusion mask (Figure 4B).

 

Middle Cerebellar Peduncle (MCP): The MCP connects the left and right cerebellar peduncles and is found
in components L-6/32 and R-42, which contain multiple tract structures31. The MCP used the left
cerebellar peduncle as a seed and the right as the target (Figure 4C).
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Association Fibers:

Exploratory analysis identi�ed three tracts with trajectories similar to the Inferior Fronto-Occipital
Fasciculus, the Uncinate Fasciculus, and the Inferior Longitudinal Fasciculus of Pascalau et al.’s white
matter dissection study (Figure 5)32. Components from data-driven tractography found structures
reminiscent of the Superior Longitudinal Fasciculus (SLF) from Pascaleu et al.’s white matter
dissection32. Our attempts to de�ne a hand-drawn SLF tractography protocol were unsuccessful in
replicating the SLF-like data-driven components, and we thus chose to leave it out of the pig white matter
atlas for now.

 

Inferior Fronto-Occipital Fasciculus (IFOF): Exploratory tractography found multiple independent
components containing IFOF-like structures connecting the visual and frontal cortex. In the left
hemisphere, these structures were present in components 34 and 18 (L-34/18), and component 21 (R-21)
in the right hemisphere (Figure 5A). These components guided the IFOF seed placement using a visual
cortex composite mask of V1, V2, and V3. The target mask was a coronal slice of the anterior prefrontal
cortex, and the external capsule and the ventricles were excluded in the axial plane (Figure 5A).

 

Inferior Longitudinal Fasciculus (ILF): A tract reminiscent of the primate ILF is present as a substructure
in components L-7/9 and R-15/20 (Figure 5B). The ILF connects the inferior temporal gyrus to the inferior
occipital lobe. The seed mask is placed at the middle/inferior temporal gyrus, and the target included the
superior temporal gyrus in an axial section at the level of the zona incerta. Coronal slices anterior the
seed and posterior to the target were excluded (Figure 5B).

 

Uncinate Fasciculus (UNC): The UNC connects the anterior region of the inferior temporal gyrus, arcs into
the external capsule, and terminates in the Anterior Prefrontal Cortex. The UNC (L-48 and R-14/30) is
seeded in the inferior temporal gyrus, where it targets the junction of the external capsule and putamen.
The exclusion mask includes the visual cortex and the coronal plane around the target mask (Figure 5C).

 

Limbic Tracts: Data-driven tractography found components similar to fornix and cingulum, con�rming the
recent work of Bech et al. 33. As in primates, the cingulum bundle tractography protocols were de�ned in
three parts: the temporal, dorsal, and pregenual bundles. ICA components of the data-driven tractography
found three distinct structures of similar course and length to the Cingulum proposed by Bech et al.,
suggesting their segmented reconstruction approach is necessary to reconstruct all three branches of the
pig cingulum (Figure 6)33,34. We also note that our cingulum’s cortical projections do not form a
continuum but remain isolated within each segment. All protocols for the cingulum were reverse seeded.
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The fornix appears to be highly conserved across species as the primary hippocampal tract derived from
data-driven components.

 

Cingulum Dorsal Bundle (CBD): The CBD can be found in components L-26 and R-28 coursing through
the cingulate cortex superior to the corpus callosum as the central segment between the temporal and
pregenual bundles (Figure 6A). The CBD is seeded in a coronal region of the dorsal posterior cingulate
just above the splenium of the corpus callosum. The target mask lies at the border of the anterior and
posterior cingulate cortex as de�ned in the Saikali et al. atlas, and the stop mask is placed just anterior to
the target mask (Figure 6A). The tract passes cleanly through both seed and target mask, terminating at
the border of the pregenual bundle.

 

Pregenual Cingulum (CBP): The CBP protocol is guided by components L-47 and R-44 and is seeded
inferior to the genu of the corpus callosum with the CBD stop mask as its target (Figure 6B). The axial
exclusion mask has a slice superior to the genu of the corpus callosum and a second axial slice at the
level of the genu of the corpus callosum.  A hole is left in the second slice of the exclusion mask, allowing
streamlines to propagate throughout the Dorsal Anterior Cingulate. The tract enters the Dorsal Anterior
Cingulate and passes the genu of the corpus callosum rostrally curving beneath it to terminate in the
anterior prefrontal cortex.

 

Temporal Cingulum (CBT): The CBT is present in component R-11 running parallel to the fornix, and
connects the dorsal posterior cingulate and parahippocampal cortex in concordance with the work of
Bech et al. (Figure 6C)33. The CBT was seeded in the parahippocampal cortex, with a target in the dorsal
posterior cingulate, posterior the splenium of the corpus callosum33. The exclusion mask blocks the
superior hippocampus, visual cortex, the genu, and the corpus callosum (Figure 6C). The stop mask is
divided into two sections: one, anterior the target, and the second, posterior the fornix.

 

Fornix (Fx): The Fornix is included in the Saikali et al. atlas and is present in components L-01 and R-
36/41 (Figure 6D) 27,31,33. The fornix is seeded at its apex as de�ned in the Saikali et al. atlas and runs
inferior to the corpus callosum through the hippocampus and amygdala terminating in the
parahippocampal area anterior to the CBT. The coronal target mask is in the inferior hippocampus, and
the exclusion mask has two coronal slices: one posterior the caudate and the second posterior the genu
of the corpus callosum (Figure 6D).
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Connectivity Blueprints:

The Connectivity Blueprint approach depends on the proposal of homologous white matter tracts in a
‘common space’ to compare the brain's structural organization across species (Figure 1B). The
connections of a tract to the cortex form a cortical tract projection. When the cortical projections of
multiple tracts are stored and normalized, a probabilistic distribution of the tracts with connections to a
given point on the cortical surface forms a connectivity �ngerprint (Figure 1B). When we calculate the
connectivity �ngerprint for each vertex of the cortical surface to its underlying WM tracts, we create a
connectivity blueprint, which can be used to compare structural connectivity across the whole cortex for
two brains (Figure 1B). Calculating the Kullback-Liebler divergence (KL) of the connectivity blueprint, we
can measure the similarity of the connectivity �ngerprint for each vertex in the brain. In doing so, we can
identify regions with conserved structural connectivity (low KL) and those where structural organization
has diverged between species (high KL).

 

Prior to the calculation of KL divergence between the pig and human, we �rst took the mean of the
connectivity blueprint to create a whole cortex connectivity �ngerprint in order to assess the symmetry of
each species connectivity. We found the pig had greater connectivity in the left hemisphere to the FMI and
CBP, whereas the STR and PTR displayed a more robust connectivity pro�le with the right hemisphere
(Figure 7A). Furthermore, the overall connectivity pro�le as compared with the human brain found greater
connectivity to the IFOF, ILF, and CBD in the human, as opposed to increased connectivity of the UNC,
STR, and PTR in the pig (Figure 7B).

Between the pig and human, we  calculated four cross-species blueprints whereby tract groups were
added sequentially to the blueprint to understand each tract group's role in the formation of unique
connectivity �ngerprints for each species. The tract groups were added to the connectivity blueprint in the
following order: projection �bers, commissural �bers, associative �bers, and limbic �bers. The order tract
groups were added into the connectivity blueprint started with the assumption that the diverse trajectories
of the projection tracts would provide an initial starting point to compare across the whole cortex. The
commissural, associative, and limbic �bers were then added based on a separate leave one out analysis
which determined which tract group most contributed to the KL divergence of the full connectivity
blueprint (Supplementary Figure1). By plotting the tracts sequentially, we visualize the evolution of
divergence between tract structures and their overall impact in forming distinct connectivity pro�les
between the pig and human (Figure 8).  We further visualize the impact each tract group plays in the KL
distribution through a leave-one-out  analysis and the calculation of the difference in KL divergence
between the full KL divergence, and the connectivity blueprints where a tract group has been left out
(Figure S1,2). Both our sequential tract addition, and the leave-one-out analysis converge in identifying
the regions most impacted by each tract group(Figure 8, S1).
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In the following section, we discuss the effect of the addition of each tract group had on the distribution
of the minimum KL divergence between the pig and human, as explained by each tract’s cortical
projections. We also map each blueprint's entropy to determine the diversity of tracts connecting to any
given vertex. We see that the sequential KL divergence evolves not due to the number of tracts in each
blueprint, but rather through the addition of speci�c WM structures.

 

 

Blueprint 1, The Projection Tracts: The lowest similarity between species, as shown by the highest KL
divergence, corresponds with the tract projections of the ATR and CST (Figure 8A). The lateral division of
the prefrontal and somatosensory cortices in the pig leads to partial innervation of the pig’s anterior
somatosensory cortex by the ATR. The cortical projections of the pig CST extend into the anterior frontal
lobe overlapping with the projections of the ATR, whereas in the human, they remain within the pre and
post-central gyrus (Figure 8A). The overlap between the CST and ATR of the pig causes an increase of
unique connectivity �ngerprints in the pig’s frontal lobe where the local minimum of KL-divergence
peaks(Figure 8A, S1A.2). Increased KL-divergence is further observed in regions associated with the PTR
and OR given the increased presence of the human cortical projections of the temporal lobe  (Figure 8A,
S1A.1). Key to interpreting the local-minimum of KL divergence is the non-convergence with the entropy
maps, representing the diversity of tracts connecting reaching a point on the cortex. This implies that the
minimum KL divergence is dependent on the presence of distinct connectivity �ngerprints as opposed to
the number of tracts connecting to each point. Of all the tracts in blueprint one, the cortical projections of
the STR appear to be the most conserved. The pig’s projection �bers connect to a higher proportion of the
cortex, but their relative organization appears to be conserved (Figure 7B,8).  We do note that the overall
role of the projection �bers in driving KL divergence is signi�cant (Figure S2.A,E), however we start our
sequential addition with them as their diverse trajectories provide a basis for comparing connectivity
across the whole cortex of both species.

 

Blueprint 2, BP1 + The Commissural Tracts: KL divergence increases minimally, suggesting that the
similarity between species of the commissural tracts is minimal. However, where it does increase is in
regions innervated by the FMA and FMI. The cortical projections of the FMA are conserved as they enter
the medial occipital lobe in both species, and similarly, the  MCP is conserved through a lack of
projections to the cortex in both species (Figure 8B). The FMI does increase KL divergence in the lateral
prefrontal cortex of the human and the medial-inferior frontal lobe of the pig (Figure 8B, S1A) . However,
the FMI’s cortical projection does not cross the lateral barrier into the somatosensory cortex, making it
spatially conserved within the prefrontal cortex (Figure 8B). Contributing to the frontal lobe’s increased KL
divergence observed in both species is likely the higher connectivity to the whole cortex of the FMI in the
human as compared to the pig (Figure 7B, ). Notably, where the medial FMI and FMA tract projections
terminate, entropy decreases in both species. This appears to impact the KL divergence in these regions
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minimally (Figure S2, B,F)but accentuates the KL divergence observed in the territory of the projection
�bers.

 

Blueprint 3, BP2 + Association Tracts: Adding the association �bers into the blueprint, the maximum of
the min-KL divergence of the pig brain shifts to the prefrontal cortex and anterolateral somatosensory
cortex (Figure 8C, S1C.2). Conversely, the highest KL divergence in the human cortical surface shifted to
the Angular/Supramarginal Gyri, and lateral prefrontal cortex (Figure 8C, S1C.1). If we assume the pig’s
tract coursing from the occipital to the frontal cortex to be the IFOF, we still observe that changes in the
KL divergence are associated with each species' distinct IFOF projection patterns. The pig’s IFOF projects
to the cortical surface in the anterior prefrontal cortex and occipital lobe, but lacks the temporoparietal
projections found in the human IFOF (Figure 8C). Furthermore, the human IFOF innervates a far greater
portion of the cortex, increasing the probability that any given point of the human cortex connects to the
IFOF compared to the pig, as shown through both the whole cortex connectivity �ngerprint (Figure 7), and
increased entropy in the frontal and parietal lobes of the human brain (Figure 8C).  The UNC charts a
course similar to that of the human but shows increased KL divergence in the temporal pole and inferior
frontal cortex. The tract’s cortical projections remain close to the tract starting in the inferior temporal
gyrus and end in the inferior frontal lobe. The pig’s UNC appears elongated as compared to that of the
human (Figure 8C). The pig’s lack of anterolateral expansion in the temporal lobe causes the pig ILF
projection to run horizontally from the inferior to superior temporal gyrus, likely contributing to the
increased KL divergence in the inferior temporal lobe of the pig (Figure S1C). In the human brain, where
signi�cant anterolateral expansion of the temporal lobe has taken place compared to the pig, the ILF’s
cortical projection runs diagonally in order to connect similar regions (Figure 8C).

 

The IFOF, ILF, and UNC share structural characteristics across both species. However, the increased KL
divergence over the whole cortex signi�es that these tracts' addition introduced a greater proportion of
non-mutual connectivity �ngerprints between the pig and human as compared to blueprints 1 and 2. The
association tracts contribute to the KL divergence in the human brain more so than in the pig (Figure
S2C,G) . This can likely be attributed to the association tracts extensive cortical projections in the human
brain as compared to those of the pig (Figure 7, 8C).

 

 

Blueprint 4, BP 3 + Limbic Tracts: Blueprint 4 contains all 27 tracts having added the Cingulum �bers and
fornix (Figure 8D). Among the limbic tracts, the fornix has the most similar connectivity and cortical
projection pattern, suggesting a highly conserved structure along the mammalian lineage (Figure 8D).
However, the KL divergence is high within the medial frontal lobe and cingulum; the territory of the CBD,
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CBP, and CBT(Figure 8D, S1D). The pig lacks the characteristic continuity typically associated with the
cingulum. This is shown by the cortical projection of the pig CBD arcing upwards connecting the
precuneus and somatosensory/premotor area complex instead of extending anteriorly into the territory of
the CBP as in the human (Figure 8D). These changes in cortical projections are re�ected in the KL
divergence of the leave one out groups, as well as the entropy maps of the sequential blueprints (Figure
8D, S2D,H). The addition of the limbic tracts causes the entropy in the human cortex to drop along the
cingulum bundle but not in the pig. As the continuum of the cingulum consists of the tract �bers
projecting to one another, it is logical that the diversity of tracts in this region decreases when added into
the human blueprint, but without the continuums presence in the pig the proportion of shared connectivity
�ngerprints decreases causing the KL divergence to rise (Figure 8D, S1D).

 

Connectivity blueprints can predict neural correlates between the pig and human. Using the full KL
Divergence matrix from blueprint 4, we predicted known regions of interest de�ned in the Harvard/Oxford
MNI152 atlas35 onto the pig cortex. Using masks of the frontal pole, occipital pole, and precentral gyrus,
we predicted matches to the Saikali et al. atlas of the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, primary
somatosensory cortex, and V1 of the visual cortex (Figure 9). We then predicted the Saiakli et al. labels
implicated in the �rst prediction and found reasonable alignment to the previously used ROIs from the
Harvard/Oxford atlas (Figure 10). Two-way predictions across species demonstrate the connectivity
blueprint as a  translational framework capable of interpreting neuroimaging derived results from the pig
to the human. Of course, we do not claim that pig and human frontal pole are homologous, as it is known
that parts of this part of the human brain are a unique expansion in that lineage36, but rather that results
can be translated to areas that have similar connectivity �ngerprints.

Discussion
The pig is widely used in biomedical research but lacks the established study of cortical organization and
fundamental tools that have made non-human primates the premier large animal model in neuroscience
today37. Bridging this gap, we show that characterizing the pig brain’s structural organization and sharing
the tools we have created can habilitate the use of an underutilized animal model by the neuroimaging
community. Leveraging comparative MRI, we created a pig-human cortical alignment based on conserved
structural organization of the pig and human neocortex. We enable the prediction of neural correlates
across species with 80 million years of evolutionary divergence3. Given the recent development of deep
brain stimulation, Parkinson’s, Alzheimer’s, and stroke models in the pig13–15,  the tools presented here
have the potential to permit �ndings from these models to inform the design of novel therapeutic
strategies in the treatment of neurological disease. Furthermore the open distribution of our translational
imaging and analysis platform will further allow for the neurological phenotyping of disease progression
in the cardiac, renal, gastric, hepatic, and vascular disease models already available in the pig 4–10. Doing
so may provide insight into the adaptive responses and structural reorganization of the cortex initiated by
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disease in the body and could facilitate the combination of longitudinal studies in pigs and cross-
sectional studies in clinical subjects. This would permit us to study disease through the lens of cortical
reorganization in a translational testing environment of new clinical hypotheses.

 

The PNI50 MRI T1 weighted anatomical template serves is as a common space for pigs and is the
building block by which the application of conventional techniques commonly used in human
neuroimaging can be applied to the pig. The corresponding average surface acts as the seed used in the
data-driven tractography and allows for the projection of volumetric data and results onto the cortical
surface. The volumetric and surface template �les are included in the data and code release
(https://github.com/neurabenn/pig_connectivity_bp_preprint), opening our data-driven and protocol-
based tractography methods to be used by other researchers. All protocols were de�ned in the PNI50 and
form part of an open resource for pig researchers compatible with FSL’s Xtract and autoPtx 20,21.
Researchers working with pigs can register their data to the PNI50 and apply cross-species prediction, as
demonstrated in �gures 9 and 10.We note that as with the use of new methods in human neuroimaging,
the open release of data and code for new animal models can signi�cantly accelerate their adoption by
the neuroimaging community38.

 

Using the PNI50 volumetric and surface templates, we next aimed to create standard de�nitions of the
pig’s white matter tracts. We identi�ed a total of 27 tracts using a combination of data-driven and
hypothesis based tractography. Combining both approaches to tractography overcomes the scarcity of
knowledge regarding the WM organization common in underutilized models like the pig. Of the 27 tracts,
3 cross the medial wall, and 12 show relative symmetry in each hemisphere (Figure 7A).  We extended the
connectivity blueprint approach to a non-primate species in the pig. We used the blueprint to assess the
impact the projection, commissural, association, and limbic tract groups had on conserved connectivity
between the pig and human (Figure 8, S1,S2). We found the association and limbic tracts increased the
overall KL divergence between both brains, suggesting that the areas innervated by these tracts are the
least conserved (Figure 8C,D, S2).

 

The full connectivity blueprint containing 27 tracts was used to predict atlas regions of the precentral
gyrus, frontal and occipital poles from the human to pig and vice versa. In the following section, we
discuss similarities and differences found in the visual, motor, limbic, frontal, and temporal regions of the
pig brain and how they de�ne its experimental niche in translational models relevant to human health in
neuroscience.

 

https://github.com/neurabenn/pig_connectivity_bp_preprint
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Tracts of the Visual Cortex: The pig’s lateral eye placement has led to the development of a panoramic
�eld of vision that extends 310˚ degrees on each side of the pig, and differs from the primate’s forward-
looking visual system, which prioritizes binocular vision and depth perception39,40. Given these stark
differences, we were surprised by the low KL divergence in the visual cortex and conserved connectivity.
Tracts innervating this region included the IFOF, ILF, PTR, OR, and FMA. We did not �nd a tract similar to
the Ventral Occipital Fasciculus in the pig, which likely impacted our mapping of similarity in the occipital
lobe as connectivity blueprints can only account for tracts present in both species. The high degree to
which structural connectivity was conserved in distinct visual systems was a surprise suggesting further
functional characterization of the pig brain may be needed to highlight the organizational differences
between the occipital lobe of the pig and human (Figure 8).

 

The tracts of the Somatosensory and Motor Cortex: The human division between the somatosensory and
frontal lobes is in the anterior-posterior axis along the pre and postcentral gyri. The pig prefrontal and
somatosensory cortex division is lateral across the coronal sulcus in the frontal lobe41. The
somatosensory and motor cortex are innervated by the STR and CST in both species. However, the lateral
division of the prefrontal and somatosensory cortex is noted as the CST and STR extend anteriorly into
the pig’s frontal lobe, and the ATR enters not only the lateral prefrontal cortex but also the anterior
somatosensory cortex (Figure 7). The Gottingen minipig’s prefrontal cortex was previously de�ned by the
presence of the ATR with an injected tracer 42. Our ATR structure replicates the tracer derived structure,
but the ATR cortical projection’s entrance into the anterior somatosensory cortex surprised us as it is
typically considered a de�ning feature of the prefrontal division (Figure 8A). The proximity of the ATR to
the CST and STR cortical projections suggests that studying the functional organization of the pig may
provide novel insight into potentially unique communication pathways between a laterally separated
prefrontal and somatosensory cortex not present in the primate lineage. Despite these differences, our
cross-species alignment accurately mapped the pig somatosensory cortex, and human pre-central gyrus
to one another (Figure 9C,10C).

 

The tracts of the Limbic System: The limbic system tracts were reconstructed with data-driven methods,
and our mask protocols produced similar structures to the recent work of Bech et al.33 From our
observations, the fornix appears to be the best conserved tract in the limbic system as the primary tract of
the hippocampus. Unlike in the human, the cingulum tracts of the pig do not form a continuum as
evidenced through the discontinuous tract projections of the CBD, CBP, and CBT. The pig’s CBT extends
outwards from the dorsal posterior cingulate toward the parahippocampal area (Figure 6, 8D) in
concordance with the study of  Bech et al., but we would expect a homologous CBT to terminate closer to
the fornix in the amygdala43. We found further divergence in the CBP’s cortical projection, which
overlapped with the projection of the forceps minor contrasting the human CBP, which projects backward
into the dorsal cingulum bundle. The CBD of the pig fails to project into either the pregenual or temporal
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bundles preventing the continuum of structural connectivity that unites the CBD, CBP, and CBT in the
human; this is re�ected in a clear pattern of high KL divergence and distinct entropy patterns along the
cingulum (Figure 8 D). The CBD, CBP, and CPT’s partial derivation by data-driven methods and their
correspondence to the work of Bech et al. suggest their necessity in the connectivity blueprint to map
divergence between the pig and human brain, especially as it appears the limbic tracts most drive the KL
divergence between both species (Figure S2D,H).

 

The tracts of the Temporal Lobe: The pig’s temporal lacks the anterolateral expansion characteristic of
the temporal lobe in primates. A clear difference is marked as the rhinal �ssure divides the temporal lobe
in the pig from the main corpus of the cerebrum as opposed to the Sylvian �ssure, a structure proposed
to be unique to the primate lineage41,44. Despite a different size and structure of the temporal lobe, both
species share the presence of ILF, and UNC-like structures, but unlike the human, the projections of the
visual tracts (OR and PTR)  do not extend into the temporal lobe (Figure 8A, C). The pig’s IFOF enters the
superior temporal gyrus, but its projections remain contained within the external capsule contrasting the
IFOF's widespread temporal and parietal projections observed in the human (Figure 3,8A). Given the lack
of homology between the pig and human temporal lobe, it would be premature to claim the pig’s IFOF as
a homologous structure in both brains. However, it is notable that a recent study on 130 mammalian
species demonstrated a ventral longitudinal tract is present in most species, suggesting this is a common
feature in the mammalian brain45. We did not attempt a mapping in the temporal lobe between the pig
and human, as given the limited number of shared tracts in this area, it is unlikely su�cient landmarks
exist to map it accurately.

 

The tracts of the Prefrontal Cortex: The pig’s prefrontal cortex lacks a granular layer IV, but has tract
projections to the medial dorsal thalamus as shown via tracer injections and our reconstruction of the
Anterior Thalamic Radiation (Figure 8A)42. In addition to the ATR, the IFOF, FMI, and UNC show relatively
conserved trajectories in both species. Unique connectivity �ngerprints emerge in the lateral prefrontal
cortex with the addition of the association tracts, likely due to the presence of the non-conserved
connections of the human  IFOF to the parietal and temporal lobe (Figure 8D, S1C). Notably, the
morphology of the Uncinate Fasciculus of the pig is �atter and possesses a distinct angular orientation
as compared to the human. This is likely due to the minimal anterolateral expansion present in the pig’s
temporal lobe (Figure 5). Our sequential blueprint, and leave one out analysis, further show that the
greatest differences found in the frontal lobe follow the addition of the limbic tracts, and in particular, the
tracts of the cingulum (Figure 8D, S1D, S2D,H). The CBP’s extension into the territory innervated by the
FMA causes the highest proportion of unique connectivity �ngerprints in the medial prefrontal cortex,
driving a marked increase in KL divergence (Figure 8D, S2D).
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The success of Cross-Species prediction: The pig and human brains share similar tracts, but that are
tailored to the speci�c needs of each species. Despite profound changes in tract structure and cortical
projections of the cingulum, and association tracts (especially the IFOF), we validate the connectivity
blueprint approach by predicting the spatial coordinates of human regions of interest onto the pig cortex.
This reverse-translation from human-to-pig overcame the differences in connectivity described above, and
we successfully predicted the human frontal pole, visual cortex, and somatosensory cortex to their spatial
coordinates within the pig brain (Figure 9,10). These predictions lined up with the work of Saikali et al.
validating their cytoarchitecture atlas via conserved connectivity27. The success this cross-species
cortical alignment provides a powerful tool for researchers working with the pig to contextualize their
�ndings with the human brain, and further shows that connectivity blueprints can be used to characterize
the cortex of lesser-studied species. The blueprints used to map across species included 27 tracts,
including those least similar to that of the human, suggesting that identifying conserved regions between
distantly related species requires the mapping of both difference and similarity between brains.

 

Limitations:

The tracts presented here are generally considered symmetrical in the human brain, and without the
Superior Longitudinal (SLF), and Arcuate Fasciculus in both blueprints, cortical symmetry of connectivity
may be overestimated in both species (Figure 7). While we did �nd data-driven components suggesting
SLF-like structures and Pascalau et al. identify an SLF in a pig blunt dissection study, we were unable to
reconstruct the SLF with a hand de�ned tractography protocol, leading us to leave it out of the �nal
connectivity blueprint32. Post mortem study at high resolution as opposed to the in-vivo 1.4 mm scans we
performed might also provide a more precise delineation of the pig’s cingulum, and detangle the
overlapping cortical projections of the IFOF and UNC in the external capsule. Finally, we rely on the Saikali
et al. cytoarchitectural atlas for the initial characterization of each tract’s start and endpoint. In the future,
data-driven or metric registrations may provide a more accurate starting point for identifying potential
homologous structures across a wide array of species27,46,47.

 

Although we have sought to match tracts based on their similarity in their course and termination points,
the labels we use here are merely suggestive of homology. Our approach uses suggested homology to
investigate similarity and difference across brains, but it can also be used to test explicit hypotheses of
homology. For instance, Roumazeilles et al. showed that when de�ning one branch of the human ILF as
homologous to macaque ILF led to a greater overall divergence score than when de�nition another
branch as homologous47. This suggests that only one of the human ILF branches is similar to that of the
macaque. A similar approach can be employed to formally test homology of all proposed tracts here.
However, it should be noted that the labeling of tracts with similar names is only the start of the
investigation in the present approach and indeed we can show that some tracts whose homology is more
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certain, such as the corticospinal tract and the optic radiation lead to blueprints with relatively low
divergence scores.

Conclusions
Using the pig as an example we exemplify how neuroimaging and a digital platform of open resources
can habilitate underutilized animals as translational models in neuroscience. The large degree to which
the pig is already used in biomedical research will advance our understanding of the neural correlates of
well-established translational disease models in the pig. The digital and open nature of the tools and
resources presented here demonstrates the importance of data-sharing to accelerate the acceptance of a
new animal model as researchers currently working with pigs can now use the connectivity blueprints and
resources provided here to contextualize their �ndings with the human brain. Finally, despite large scale
morphological changes in the spatial organization of the pig and human brain, connectivity is relatively
conserved, suggesting these methods can provide inference into conserved patterns of cortical
organization in distantly related species.

Methods
Animal Preparation and MRI Acquisition: The institutional animal review board approved all experiments,
and all imaging was performed on a Philips 3T Achieva scanner (The Best, Netherlands). Pigs were
anesthetized with a cocktail of Ketamine (20 mg/kg), Midazolam (0.5 mg/kg), and Xylazine (0.2 mg/kg),
and scanned lying in the prone position with a 32 channel cardiac coil.

 

Structural T1 Image Acquisition: A T1 weighted 3D Flash image was acquired (TR 10 ms, TE 4.8 ms, Flip
Angle(FA) 10˚, FOV 210 mm, Matrix 264 x 238, 150 slices at 0.8 mm isotropic resolution) was acquired
for each pig.

 

DWI Image Acquisition: Diffusion-weighted data was acquired with 64 encoding directions and a single
B0 image (TR 13,500 ms, TE 100.5 ms, Flip Angle (FA) 10˚, FOV 210 mm, Matrix 148 x, 150 slices, Slice
Thickness 70, Slice Gap 0, Resolution 1.4 mm isotropic). Field map correction was done with a blip
phase-encoded image of the same geometry and acquisition parameters as the Diffusion-weighted
image.

 

Volumetric Construction of the PNI50 template: A total of 50 adolescent male pigs weighing between 25-
50Kg were used to construct a T1 anatomical template containing the full �eld of view.  Pigs were initially
registered linearly using FSL's FLIRT to a single subject using 12 degrees of freedom(dof)48,49. Following
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initial alignment, the antsMultivariateTemplate.sh script was run to create the "full-body" anatomical
template50. Following the creation of the full-body T1 template, a brain mask was de�ned in the template
space. This mask was warped to all 50 pigs, where the brain was masked for extraction. The resultant
images were then used to create a brain speci�c template using the same process as in the "full-body"
template.

 

Average Surface Construction: Individual surfaces were �rst reconstructed using the precon_all pipeline
(https://github.com/neurabenn/precon_all). Precon_all is a fully automated surface reconstruction
pipeline for non-standard animal models in neuroimaging.  Full-body images were input, and brain
extraction was performed via registration to the PNI50 volumetric template space. Images were bias �eld
corrected with Ants N4 and segmented using FSL's FAST, before running a modi�ed version of Freesurfer's
surface generation pipeline17,48,51. Individual surfaces were then used to create the group average
surfaces within the precon_all library using a modi�ed version of the Freesurfer make_average_surface
script. The average surface, originally reconstructed with 10,242 vertices was then downsampled to
10,001 vertices to match the dimensions of the Mars et al. blueprint.22

 

Preprocessing of DWI data: DWI images were �rst corrected for susceptibility induced distortions with
FSL topup, and then corrected for movement and eddy current off-resonance effects in FSL eddy 52,53.
Following these initial steps, DWI images were rigidly registered to their anatomical images in FSL FLIRT
with 6 dof 49. The linear registration was concatenated to the nonlinear warp FSL FNIRT generated in the
brain extraction process of precon_all54. The concatenated warp was then inverted, and the standard
brain mask resampled into the native DWI space of each pig to allow for brain extraction. Following brain
extraction, we prepared the data for probabilistic tractography by running a modi�ed version of the
preprocessing steps included in the autoPtx automated tractography pipeline20. This included the
generation of deterministic tensors and Fractional Anisotropy images using DTI�t, and was followed by a
probabilistic two-�ber tensor model estimation in BedpostX20,26,55.

 

Tractography

Data-Driven tractography: Using the average mid-thickness cortical surface in the left and right
hemispheres as a seed, and a low resolution (1.4 x 1.4 mm) whole-brain mask, we generated a matrix of
streamlines passing from each vertex to every voxel in the brain. This was done through the probtrackx2, -
-omatrix2 option, and a step length of 0.35. After doing this for all 6 pigs, we performed iterative principal
components analysis (iPCA) on the group average cortex x brain matrix generated in the previous step.
The results of iPCa were then fed into an Independent Components Analysis with a dimensionality set to
50 to identify exploratory tracts in the surface space. Linear regression then mapped the components on

https://github.com/neurabenn/precon_all
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the surface space back into volumetric space, whereby they were saved and used to guide the
tractography protocol de�nition. This was done with the Moriarty and lookatmoriarty MATLAB scripts
from the Mr Cat toolbox (www.neuroecologylab.org)18,19 (Figure 1A). We do note that we only identi�ed
27 tracts in our pig WM atlas, despite setting the dimensionality of the ICA to 50 components. However,
given the nature of ICA to split components, it was common to �nd ICAs which contained only part of
what was likely the full tract structure.  On the other hand, it was also common for ICAs derived in this
manner to contain multiple tracts such as in the case of the ILF, and FMA.  All 50 ICAs of the left and right
hemisphere are available as part of data and code
release(https://github.com/neurabenn/pig_connectivity_bp_preprint) for visual inspection and for
guidance in de�ning future tractography protocols. 

 

Tractography using mask protocols: Using both the Saikali et al. Atlas and the data-driven components,
we de�ned tract protocols in the PNI50 space, which could be used with either the autoPtx and Xtract
packages20,21. These packages allow for tractography masks de�ned in a standard space to be warped
to a subject's individual space for tract reconstruction using probtrackx, signi�cantly streamlining the
process of identifying tracts across multiple subjects. Using the default options of probtrackx in autoPtx,
we successfully reconstructed 27 tracts in 6 pigs. We then took each individual's tract and transformed it
back into the PNI50 space, where the average of all normalized streamlines was taken as the �nal group
tract for the WM atlas.

 

Connectivity Blueprint Generation: The connectivity blueprint is a cortical surface ´ tract matrix describing
the connectivity �ngerprint between each vertex of the grey/white matter surface, and the tracts it
connects to (�gure 1B). The connectivity blueprint is created by the multiplication of a cortex x  brain
matrix,  and a tracts by brain matrix 22.  The group cortex x brain matrix was generated in step one of the
data-driven tractography and is the matrix that iPCA is applied to. The tract x brain matrix is formed by a
second tractography where each tract is used as a seed, and the same low-resolution mask from data-
driven tractography is the target once again with the –omat2 option speci�ed in probtrackx.  The mean of
this output is taken and added to a matrix containing the mean tract to brain connections of all tracts
included in the blueprint to form the �nal tracts x brain matrix. The connectivity blueprint for each
hemisphere was then generated by multiplying the tract ´ brain and cortex ´ brain matrices producing a
matrix where each column contains the cortical projections of each tract (�gure 1B, 8)22.

 

Human Connectivity Blueprints:

Human connectivity blueprints and surfaces were obtained from Mars et al. 's original connectivity
blueprint paper (https://git.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/rmars/comparing-connectivity-blueprints) 22.

https://github.com/neuroecology/MrCat
https://github.com/neurabenn/pig_connectivity_bp_preprint
https://git.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/rmars/comparing-connectivity-blueprints
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Identifying the tract Groups differentiating the pig and human: The porcine connectivity blueprints
contain 27 tracts, and the human blueprint had 39 tracts. All normalization and calculations of KL
divergence were performed as in Mars et. al22. Using a script in python (code release), we removed all
tracts in the human blueprint that were not present in the pig. Having equally sized blueprints, we were
then able to calculate KL divergence between the pig and human cortex. KL divergence functions as a
measure of relative entropy between two given probability distributions and informs us about the amount
of information lost between the two distributions as measured in units of bits. Lower KL divergence
means less information is lost, and thus greater similarity between both distributions. In this case,
mapping the minimum KL divergence over the human and pig surface provides a visual representation of
regions where the connectivity �ngerprints between the pig and human are the most, and least similar,
where high KL signi�es signi�cant organizational changes between species.

 

 Connectivity Blueprints consist of a collection of connectivity �ngerprint of the whole cortex where the
probability of each vertex connecting to each white matter tract is recorded. To better understand the
contribution of each WM structure to the overall KL divergence, we plotted the mean probabilistic
distribution of each blueprint, which quickly showed the relative proportion each tract connects to the
cortex ( Figure 7).  This allowed us to quickly infer which WM tracts were likely to be less conserved
between species, and led us to add tract groups consecutively to the connectivity blueprints so we could
individually assess the effect a tract group had on driving changes in KL divergence calculated between
the pig and human cortex. All calculations for the consecutive KL divergence of tract groups are available
data and code release(https://github.com/neurabenn/pig_connectivity_bp_preprint) as part of an
interactive Jupyter notebook (Figure 8).

 

Cross-Species Prediction of Regions of Human Interest: Using the connectivity blueprint containing all 27,
we calculated the KL similarity matrix for every cortical vertex between species. Regions of interest were
then projected to their respective surface, and inverse weighted distance interpolation was applied using
code modi�ed from the original Mars et al. connectivity blueprint paper (Figure 9,10)22.
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Figures

Figure 1

An overview of the methods used to produce the White Matter Tracts and subsequent Connectivity
Blueprints. (A) Data-driven tractography uses a gray matter surface seeding to a low-resolution target.
PCA is then run on the resulting tractography matrix, followed by ICA in the PC subspace, and linear
regression returns the tracts to their volumetric space. Tractography protocols were then de�ned using
information gained from the resulting ICAs, and masks were drawn in the PNI50 space using the Saikali
et al. atlas. (B) Identifying common tracts between the pig and human, we calculated how each tract
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connected to each vertex in the mid-thickness cortical surface. We then created a connectivity blueprint
whereby the connectivity pro�le of each vertex to all the common tracts was stored in each row, and the
tract cortical projection each column. The pig blueprint was used with a human blueprint with proposed
common tracts, and a KL divergence similarity matrix was calculated to identify regions with the highest
similarity across species.

Figure 2

Average Volumetric and Surface Templates of the Porcine Neurological Imaging Space. A. Volumetric full
body and brain extracted templates of the Porcine Neurological Imaging Space N=50 (PNI50). Templates
were used as a standard space for group-level processing porcine tracts. B. Average surfaces derived
from individuals making up the PNI50. The surface used data-driven tractography and blueprints were the
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average mid-thickness surfaces of each hemisphere. Volumetric results in PNI50 space can be projected
to the surface and thus enabled for translation using the pig’s connectivity blueprint.

Figure 3

The Projection Tracts of the pig and human, including the Anterior (ATR), Occipital (OR), Posterior (PTR),
and Superior (STR) thalamic radiations and Corticospinal tract (CST) are visualized as 3D
reconstructions. A). The maximum intensity projection (MIP) of component L-22, the tractography
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protocol used for the �nal reconstruction, and the MIP of the ATR reconstructed with the mask protocols.
B). The MIP of component L-16, the tractography protocol, and the MIP of the OR. C). The MIP of
component L-41, the tractography protocol, and the MIP of the PTR. D). The MIP of component L-36 is
associated with the STR, the tractography protocol, and the MIP of the STR. E). The MIP of component L-
33, the tractography protocol, and the MIP of the CST.

Figure 4
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The Commissural and Cross-Hemispheric Tracts of the pig and human, including the Forceps Major
(FMA) and Minor (FMI), and the Middle Cerebellar Peduncle (MCP) reconstructed in 3D. A). The maximum
intensity projection (MIP) of component L-40, the tractography protocol used for the �nal reconstruction,
and the MIP of the FMA reconstructed with the mask protocols. B). The MIP of component L-22, the
tractography protocol, and the MIP of the FMI. C). The MIP of component R-11, the tractography protocol,
and the MIP of the MCP.

Figure 5
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The Association tracts of the pig and human, including the Inferior-frontal Occipital Fasciculus (IFOF), the
Inferior longitudinal Fasciculus (ILF), and the Uncinate Fasciculus (UNC) reconstructed in 3D. A). The
maximum intensity projection (MIP) of component L-18, the tractography protocol used for
reconstruction of the IFOF, and the MIP of the IFOF reconstructed with the mask protocols. B). The MIP of
component L-9, the tractography protocol, and the MIP of the ILF. C). The MIP of component L-48, the
tractography protocol, and the MIP of the UNC.

Figure 6
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The Limbic tracts of the pig and human, including the Cingulum Dorsal Bundle (CBD), The Pregenual
Cingulum (CBP), the Temporal Cingulum (CBT), and the Fornix (Fx) reconstructed in 3D. A). The
maximum intensity projection (MIP) of component L-26, the tractography protocol used for
reconstruction of the CBD, and the MIP of the CBD reconstructed with the mask protocols. B). The MIP of
component L-47, the tractography protocol, and the MIP of the CBP. C). The MIP the component R-11, the
tractography protocol, and the MIP of the CBT. D). The MIP of component L-1, the tractography protocol,
and the MIP of the Fx.

Figure 7

A). Symmetry shown via the whole cortex �ngerprint of the left and right hemispheres shows the pig to
have similar connectivity within each hemisphere. Of note, the prefrontal Forceps Minor (FMI) and
Cingulum Pregenual Bundle(CBP) show a bias to the left hemisphere, while the superior and posterior
thalamic radiations (STR/PTR) have more robust connectivity in the right hemisphere. B). Connectivity
�ngerprints of the left and right cortex in both species. Connectivity across hemispheres is overall
symmetric in both species. The connectivity �ngerprint shows which tracts are vital in driving the KL
divergence across the pig and human cortex. Of particular note are the increased human connections to
the Inferior Fronto-Occipital Fasciculus (IFOF), Inferior Longitudinal Fasciculus (ILF), and Cingulum
Dorsal Bundle (CBD). The pig cortex had increased connectivity with the Cingulum Pregenual Bundle
(CBP), Uncinate Fasciculus (UNC), and the STR and PTR.
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Figure 8

A). Blueprint 1 contains the cortical tract projections of the Anterior (ATR), Occipital (OR), Posterior (PTR),
Superior (STR), and Corticospinal tract (CST). The minimum KL divergence is plotted to the left showing
slight peaks in regions of the ATR and CST in both species. The distribution of entropy or the diversity of
tracts each vertex connects to displays a distribution independent of the KL divergence B). Blueprint 2
contains the cortical tract projections of blueprint 1 and adds the Forceps Major (FMA), Forceps Minor
(FMI), and Middle Cerebellar Peduncle (MCP). C). Blueprint 3 adds the Inferior Fronto-occipital fasciculus
(IFOF), Inferior Longitudinal Fasciculus, and Uncinate Fasciculus to blueprint 2. Doing so shifts the
maximum of the min-KL divergence into the parietal and frontal lobes of both species. D). Blueprint 4
adds the Cingulum Dorsal Bundle, the Pregenual Cingulum, Temporal Cingulum, and Fornix to blueprint 3.
The cingulum �bers in the human form a continuum not found in the pig, and as a result, the min-KL
divergence shifts along the cingulum body and medial frontal lobe in both species. This is evidenced by a
drop in entropy along the limbic �bers in the human brain, not present in the pig. This suggests the
continuum of cingulum tract projections present in the human, but not the pig strongly increases the KL
divergence across species.
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Figure 9

Spatial predictions of human regions of interest onto the porcine cortex using the KL similarity matrix
calculated between the pig and human blueprint 4. A). The frontal pole, as de�ned in the Harvard/Oxford
atlas, interpolated and predicted onto the pig (yellow) and the Saikali et al. DLPFC (green) in PNI50 space.
B). The occipital pole in the Harvard/Oxford atlas interpolated and predicted onto the pig (yellow) and the
ground truth V1 mask of Saikali et al. atlas in PNI50 space. C). The precentral gyrus, as de�ned in the
Harvard/Oxford atlas, interpolated and predicted onto the pig (yellow) and the ground truth primary
somatosensory cortex of the Saikali et al. atlas in PNI50 space.
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Figure 10

The inverse of �gure 9, predictions of pig regions of interest onto the human cortex using the KL similarity
matrix calculated between the pig and human blueprint 4. A). The Saikali et al. DLPFC (green) in PNI50
space interpolated and predicted onto the human surface (green) and the frontal pole as de�ned in the
Harvard/Oxford atlas (yellow). B). The Saikali et al. V1 of the visual cortex (green) in PNI50 space
interpolated and predicted onto the human surface (green) and the occipital pole as de�ned in the
Harvard/Oxford atlas (yellow). C). The Saikali et al. Primary Somatosensory Cortex (green) in PNI50
space interpolated and predicted onto the human surface (green) and the precentral gyrus as de�ned in
the Harvard/Oxford atlas (yellow).
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